Welcome to Bugz!

As a precocious third grader, Emily decided that her life’s goal was to become a world famous entomologist! Now in fifth grade, Emily is well on her way to her goal. Her bug collection is tied for second place in the book of Guinness World Records. To reach first place, she must break her personal best single day bug collecting score of 485 points by at least 15 points. So, she needs a minimum score of 500 points… and she needs your help to make it happen.

Emily must carefully move through the field to find her bugs. Bugs must be found in groups of 3; she will be awarded 9 points for each group of 3 bugs that she finds. If she finds more bugs in a group if there are 4 or 5 bugs she will be awarded even more points: 16 for a group of 4 and 25 for a group of 5 bugs.

Use the arrow keys or the ‘a’, ‘w’, ‘s’, and ‘d’ keys to move Emily around the field. Bugs must be grouped together in a single row or column to be considered worthy of points. Emily has exactly 100 moves to capture enough bugs to get her to her personal best score.

Please help Emily line up and capture her bugs (and their friend the snail).